
Cleveland Browns - QB Sam Darnold USC - Sam Darnold has the highest ceiling of any 
quarterback in this draft and has the capabilities to lead a team soon…not now, but soon. The 
Cleveland Browns need to address the quarterback situation in free agency and should not 
consider starting Darnold now, but the Trojan is by far the best option for the Cleveland Browns 
future. 


New York Giants  - Qb Josh Rosen UCLA - Although the Giants new coach Pat Shurmur has 
recently stood behind the aging Eli Manning, the team needs to address the future. Josh Rosen 
has his issues, but the talent is there and ready to be utilized now. There are questions as to 
Rosen’s love for the game and his ability to lead, but you can’t deny the kid is a fighter and can 
learn well under Eli. 


Indianapolis Colts - S/CB Minkah Fitzpatrick Alabama - Although the Colts could focus on a 
few issues here, finding a match for Malik Hooker should be high on the list. Fitzpatrick is the 
top shutdown corner in the draft and has the ability to fill almost any position in the secondary, 
solving a major issue for the Colts. Minkah can be an instant impact player from week one.  


Cleveland Browns ( via Houston Texans ) RB Saquon Barkley Penn State - The best player in 
the draft falls to number four, and normally you won’t see that. There are arguments to be 
made here for Barkley to go as the top overall pick. The Browns have every need a team could 
have except for a decent offensive line, which is nicely backed after this pick with one of the 
most exciting offensive prospects we have ever seen. The combination of Barkely and Darnold 
instantly make the Browns a real franchise, finally. 


Denver Broncos - QB Josh Allen Wyoming - During Wyoming’s bowl game, John Elway stood 
on the sidelines and looked to enjoy himself, leading rumors to believe that Josh Allen will be 
the Broncos next starting project. The Broncos are clearly a quarterback away from being back 
to the big dance and although Allen might not be the guy to step in and instantly start winning. 
They have some depth at QB, but Allen could beat out the guys in front of him. Watch for a 
good ole fashion preseason Qb battle. 


New York Jets - QB Baker Mayfield Oklahoma - Baker Mayfield has the biggest question mark 
next to his name out of any player eligible for this draft and for good reasons. After arrests and 
suspensions, Mayfield is rising in the draft stock due to keeping his nose clean and a talented 
senior bowl. The New York Jets surprised everyone this season by winning more than five 
games and largely due to the young talent the team has gathered. Robby Anderson needs a 
ball thrown to him, and Baker Mayfield can be that guy. 


Tampa Bay Buccaneers - DE Bradley Chubb NC State - Bradley Chubb is by far the most 
talented edge rusher in this draft and can be an instant change to any defense. The Bucs were 
dead last in the NFL with 17 sacks last season, and that needs to change yesterday. Chubb 
has an amazing motor and a love for the game, making him an anchor for this franchise. 


Chicago Bears - WR Calvin Ridley Alabama - The Chicago Bears found their franchise 
quarterback last season when Mitch(ell) Trubisky broke free of the Mike Glennon era in 
Chicago. Trubisky has proven to be talented, but the team needs to get itself some weapons. 
This draft is pretty weak at the receiver position, but Calvin Ridley is by far the most talented 
option in the draft. Ridley can be an instant favorite target for the young QB, especially with a 
run game that is already elite. 




San Francisco 49ers - CB Denzel Ward Ohio State - The 49ers have their Quarterback in 
Jimmy G, so the team needs to address other areas. They need run defense help, but Denzel 
Ward is just too good to pass up here. Ward is the best man to man cover in the draft, and 
although he lacks the experience of starting at Ohio State most would want this high in the 
draft, the potential alone can excite anyone. 


Oakland Raiders - LB Roquan Smith Georia - If Ward falls to this spot, it would most likely be 
the pick for the Raiders, but since the 49ers picked him up lets go with Roquan Smith. Smith 
loves football which makes him a great pick anywhere in the draft. Smith was the heartbeat of 
the Georgia Bulldogs this season and can be an instant addition to a rising defense. 


Miami Dolphins - G Quentin Nelson Notre Dame - The Miami Dolphins are in what seems like 
football purgatory at the moment after videos released of their OL coach snorting cocaine, their 
QB tearing his knee a part in preseason and trading away their starting running back to “show 
him who’s boss”. One thing the Dolphins do need is OL help, and Quentin Nelson is the best. It 
might not be the most exciting pick, but it’s one for the future. 


Cincinnati Bengals - DE/OLB Tremaine Edmunds Virginia Tech - Although the Bengals, as do 
every team so far, need a lot of positions filled, Tremaine Edmunds can bring the defense 


Washington Redskins - DE Marcus Davenport UTSA - Washington is in an awkward “We’re 
kind of good, but also rebuilding, but also in limbo” stage, especially after signing QB Alex 
Smith to a huge deal, basically letting franchise tag QB Kirk Cousins walk into free agency. The 
team could use help all over, but Marcus Davenport has the measurements and talent to terrify 
offenses in the NFL. He is still a work in progress as a push rusher, but you don’t take a guy out 
of UTSA in the first round for no reason.


Green Bay Packers - OT Connor Williams Texas - Green Bay has been surviving the past 
couple of seasons solely due to the throwing ability of Aaron Rodgers, and that was proven this 
season when the former MVP went down with a broken collarbone. Jordy Nelson proved he 
needed Rodgers to be relevant and the team relied too heavily on tactics that would never be 
used with Rodgers at the helm. To prevent this, the Packers are going with the best offensive 
lineman available in Williams. Connor is a talented left tackle, and should be able to energize 
that line. 


Arizona Cardinals - OT Orlando Brown Oklahoma - Although the Cardinals are a team in the 
one quarterback away from a Super Bowl run conversation, the draft is not the plan for them to 
find their starter. The O-line for Arizona hasn’t been elite, and they have a chance to sure that 
up with Orlando Brown. 


Baltimore Ravens - DT Vita Vea Washington - The Ravens had a down year on all platforms, 
especially when it came to offensive playmakers. The draft this year doesn’t look to be 
producing many star studded talent in the weapons department, so the Ravens take Vita Vea, a 
defensive lineman with amazing versatility and a ready to start ability. 


Los Angeles Chargers - LB Rashaan Evans Alabama - Evans played his heart out for Alabama 
this past season and proved he was ready for the next step. The Chargers are close to being a 
legit playoff contender, so adding another dominate linebacker to this roster should boost the 
defense into the 2018 season. 


Seattle Seahawks - S Derwin James Florida State - Derwin James had a poor 2017 with a 
disappointing Florida State team. FSU was a wreck this past season, so try to look past it at 
James raw talent and ability. There is potential for one of the big names from the Legion of 



Boom to leave this offseason, so James should be able to fill right into the secondary of the 
Seahawks. 


Dallas Cowboys - TE Dallas Goedert South Dakota State - Jason Witten is retiring…eventually. 
Dallas Goedert is the best tight end talent in this draft. Dallas does need some secondary help, 
but with an offense that seems to be near perfect I believe they try to cement another 20+ 
years at the tight end position.


Detroit Lions - OG Isaiah Wynn Georgia - When you pay someone the kind of money Matt 
Stafford made this offseason, you tend to want to protect him. Isaiah Wynn has developed over 
time into a quality tackle for the Georgia team and had a stellar week of practice at the Senior 
Bowl when moved to guard. 


Buffalo Bills - CB Mike Hughes UCF - Buffalo drafted Tre’Davious White last season who had a 
decent rookie campaign, but getting him some help wouldn’t be such a bad idea. Hughs 
comes in smaller than the average corner but excels at press man coverage. Hughes comes 
from the UCF team that went undefeated this season, so excellence and drive seem to be in 
his blood. 


Buffalo Bills ( via Kansas City Chiefs ) - QB Lamar Jackson Louisville - The Buffalo Bills have 
back to back picks in the first round at the 12 and 22 spot, meaning this draft could easily turn 
this franchise around. The Buffalo Bills drafted Nathan Peterman and in his one start was less 
than underwhelming. Tyrod Taylor is obviously not their choice for the future, so the Bills take 
the best quarterback available here in Lamar Jackson. Although Jackson and Tyrod have 
similar playing styles, Jackson is young and worth a lot less currently than Tyrod and should 
get his shot to start in Buffalo.


Los Angeles Rams - G/C Billy Price Ohio State - The LA Rams shocked everyone last season 
and not only made it to the playoffs, but dominated in a way almost no-one say coming. The 
Rams have a solid team all around but could use some help up front with Billy Price at the 23rd 
spot. Price had a solid season at Ohio State and will be able to plug into the offensive line to 
secure Todd Gurley as an M.V.P. candidate. 


Carolina Panthers - WR Christian Kirk Texas A&M - Although I originally had Courtland Sutton 
here, Christian Kirk fills the need that the Carolina Panthers have at the moment. Although Kirk 
didn’t have an amazing season at A&M, he has the vertical ability to relive some of the Ted 
Ginn Jr. days in Carolina, which is especially needed with Kelvin Benjamin gone. 


Tennessee Titans - WR Courtland Sutton SMU - Arguably the most talented receiver in the 
draft, Courtland Sutton has a large frame and is the possession receiver that the Titans lacked 
with injuries last season. Add Sutton to the receiving core with Richard Matthews and Corey 
Davis and Marcus might actually live to our expectations.


Atlanta Falcons - DT Da’Ron Payne Alamaba- Dontari Poe and Courtney Upshaw are both 
outstanding talents, but both enter free agency this offseason. One of them is more likely to go 
than both, but drafting a talent like Payne here would ease all of the minds in Atlanta’s front 
office. Payne is an impressive interior lineman who can stop the run as well as anyone in this 
draft. Add him by either Poe or Upshaw and the Falcons defense might not miss a beat.


New Orleans Saints - OLB Arden Key LSU - The New Orleans Saints are pretty much a 
complete team that many people will have deep in the playoffs come the 2018 season. The 
Saints made an amazing run (figuratively and literally) with a young and talented team, so 
whoever they take in this draft might just be a bonus. Arden Key is an amazing athlete who 
dominated on the field at LSU. He did take time away from the team in the Spring, but personal 



issues are never a reason to scare away from pure talent. Key will be a nice touch with the 
pressure the Saints already can get on opposing quarterbacks. 


Pittsburgh Steelers - S Ronnie Harrison Alabama - The Pittsburgh Steelers could easily go with 
Josh Jackson out of Iowa here, but the safety position is a must add for the Steelers this 
offseason. Mike Mitchell and Robert Golden aren’t the most ideal pairing in the NFL, so Ronnie 
Harrison out of Alabama will get the call to assist Artie Burns and Joe Haden next season. 
There is a chance that Harrison won’t shine as well as we think due to his partner being Minkah 
Fitzpatrick, but he should be talented enough to get a shot with the Steelers.


Jacksonville Jaguars - TE Hayden Hurst South Carolina - The Jacksonville Jaguars might be 
the most impressive team from last season, especially considering the team will look almost 
identical in 2018. The offensive line is talented, the defense is elite, the running back is 
outstanding, and the quarterback is….ehh, but one position the team needs to address is Tight 
End. Hayden Hurst is a physical beast ay 6’5” 250 and could prove to be the best TE drafted 
this season. Hurst did play professional baseball with the Pittsburgh Pirates organization 
outside of high school, causing him to be a 25 year old rookie in the NFL. That only means that 
he can be a mature locker room presence from the start. 


Minnesota Vikings - DT Mo Hurst Michigan - The Minnesota Vikings have an amazing defense, 
and adding Mo Hurts to this roster is a huge upside. No one on the collegiate level was able to 
contain Hurst at Michigan mainly because of his burst and his ability to always remain highly 
disruptive. Adding Hurst to that roster keeps that team solid for years to come. 


New England Patriots - CB Josh Jackson Iowa - The one looming question after the Super 
Bowl is centered around why Malcom Butler did not play. Although that question may never be 
answered, it’s safe to say that Butler most likely wont be finding himself in a Patriots universe 
this offseason, putting a hole in the Pats defense. Josh Jackson can fill that hole quickly and 
with his long build and knack for interceptions, he should be able to keep the Patriots dynasty 
nicely in place.


Philadelphia Eagles - DT Taven Bryan Florida -  What do you get the team that seems to have 
everything? The Philadelphia Eagles have an amazing roster, and have most of it generously 
signed until past 2020. Coming off of a Super Bowl, it would be insane to assume this team is 
done winning championships. Although many guys could be taken here and added to the 
roster, Taven Bryan can jump into this lineup and learn well under Fletcher Cox. Bryan is 6-4, 
295 and uses every ounce of it. Although not constantly dominate, the former Gator has room 
to grow and will in Philly. 



